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SUMMARY OF THE CASE 

1. Archer Daniel Midlands Company (“ADM”) is a major producer and seller of 

ethanol in the Midwest and throughout the United States. Most relevant to this lawsuit, ADM 

produces ethanol at multiple bioprocessing sites in the United States and sells ethanol into cash 

markets, including a cash spot market at the Kinder Morgan Argo Terminal in Argo, Illinois (the 

“Argo Terminal”). While being one of many cash spot markets, the Argo terminal is unique 

because it serves as the price reference point for nearly all physical and financial ethanol 

transactions across the world. As a producer and seller of ethanol, ADM should want pricing 

mechanisms that reflect actual market prices at the Argo Terminal and any other locations they 

sell ethanol.  

2. During the relevant time period from November 2017 to present (the “relevant time 

period”), ADM routinely acquired financial derivative contracts that went up in value if the price 

for ethanol at the Argo Terminal went down.  

3. As a physical producer of ethanol, ADM should want stable or rising prices so that 

its physical sales would earn a profit. However, because of the disproportionate size of its 

derivative financial position, ADM manipulated prices to fall so that its financial derivatives would 

earn a profit. Instead, ADM sacrificed its profits on physical sales in order to leverage even larger 

profits on its derivatives contracts.  

4. To succeed, ADM needed to execute a three-step strategy. First, ADM needed to 

ensure that physical prices at the Argo Terminal would decline (i.e., to depress prices), which 

ADM did by: (i) flooding the Argo Terminal with ethanol, and (ii) hurriedly lowering offers or 

accepting low priced bids as the dominant seller in the MOC pricing window (the window that 

controls much of the pricing for the physical ethanol market, to be described in greater detail 

below), rather than asking or waiting for a higher price. Secondly, by selling on average one 
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million gallons of ethanol daily in the MOC window, ADM was able to adversely impact the 

pricing of over 32 million gallons of physical ethanol produced industry-wide per day. Finally, 

ADM needed to gain enough leverage to turn its own physical ethanol losses at the Argo Terminal 

(and associated losses on its plant production), into financial wins at NYMEX and CBOT, which 

it did by acquiring short-sided speculative derivative contracts at an unprecedented scale and then 

targeting the terminal and pricing mechanism used to determine the price of those derivative 

contracts. ADM’s foregoing manipulation of the derivative contracts market is illegal; it is 

forbidden by the Commodities Exchange Act (“CEA”).  

5. In executing its strategy beginning in November 2017, ADM was a buyer in the 

MOC window only once for 210,000 gallons, but was a seller at all other times for a total of 

approximately 821 million gallons – a sea change from their pre-November 2017 trading behavior 

in which ADM was consistently a buyer. While selling in the MOC window, ADM was 

simultaneously purchasing physical gallons with the Argo terminal at prices above which it was 

selling in the window, which is completely uneconomic behavior for an ethanol producer that 

would be seeking to maximize the sell price of its physical sales. 

6. ADM used its size, proximity, and relationships to exploit and overwhelm the Argo 

terminal and force a desired, self-serving pricing outcome upon other financial and physical market 

participants. The uneconomic nature of ADM’s trading behavior left other participants in the dark 

about ADM’s strategy, and even those participants who understood it could not take on the 

enormous risk required to defend themselves through their own derivatives positions. 

7. ADM put ill-gotten money into its own pockets by its strategy of making 

uneconomic decisions that were not correlated to the actual price of ethanol in order to support its 

speculative financial positions. But ADM also knew that it would take hard-earned money out of 
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the pockets of other ethanol producers by depressing prices at the Argo Terminal, hurting the 

producers and imposing downstream pain on corn farmers and cooperatives. 

8. While the Argo Terminal is a critical point for ethanol price discovery, most 

physical ethanol sales and deliveries in the United States are made outside of the Argo Terminal, 

including sales contracts that are priced based on the Argo Terminal MOC window pricing 

mechanism. However, these physical ethanol sales are overwhelmingly tied to sales contracts that 

are priced based on the Argo Terminal pricing. Thus, as ADM knew when it developed and 

executed the illegal and unconscionable strategy (which it continues to do), ADM’s downward 

manipulation of prices at the Argo Terminal inevitably reduced the prices that ethanol producers 

received for sales under those contracts. ADM’s foregoing targeting of producers in the 

performance of their ethanol sales contracts is unlawful tortious interference with contractual 

relations.  

9. Thus, ADM harmed producers and traders through its manipulation of ethanol 

prices, depriving them of the benefits of a fair market, and also harmed producers through its 

tortious interference of lowering the Argo Terminal-based price index which it knew producers 

use as the pricing mechanism for their sales contracts, depriving producers of the benefits of 

contracting/pricing free from tortious interference.  

PARTIES 

10. In this complaint, Plaintiffs are collectively referred to as “Green Plains.” Green 

Plains is one of the largest sellers of ethanol, with annual production and sales of over one billion 

gallons of ethanol. 

11. Green Plains Inc. (“GPRE”) is an Iowa corporation with its principal place of 

business in Omaha, Nebraska that owns fifteen single-member bioprocessing LLCs. GPRE also 
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owned the single-member bioprocessing LLC Green Plains Holdings II LLC for certain parts of 

the relevant time period; it has since dissolved and distributed the proceeds to GPRE. 

12. Green Plains Trade Group LLC (“Green Plains Trade”) is a Delaware limited 

liability company and subsidiary of GPRE, with its principal place of business in Omaha, 

Nebraska. Pursuant to marketing agreements with the Green Plains single-member bioprocessing 

LLCs, Green Plains Trade markets and sells ethanol to outside third parties on behalf of Green 

Plains’ single-member bioprocessing LLCs. 

13. Green Plains Wood River LLC is a Delaware limited liability company and 

subsidiary of GPRE, with its principal place of business in Omaha, Nebraska. Green Plains Wood 

River LLC operates a bioprocessing plant in Wood River, Nebraska that produces ethanol for sale 

via its marketing agreement with Green Plains Trade. 

14. Green Plains Ord LLC is a Delaware limited liability company and subsidiary of 

GPRE, with its principal place of business in Omaha, Nebraska. Green Plains Ord LLC operates a 

bioprocessing plant in Ord, Nebraska that produces ethanol for sale via its marketing agreement 

with Green Plains Trade. 

15. Green Plains Atkinson LLC is a Delaware limited liability company and subsidiary 

of GPRE, with its principal place of business in Omaha, Nebraska. Green Plains Atkinson LLC 

operates a bioprocessing plant in Atkinson, Nebraska that produces ethanol for sale via its 

marketing agreement with Green Plains Trade. 

16. Green Plains Central City LLC is a Delaware limited liability company and 

subsidiary of GPRE, with its principal place of business in Omaha, Nebraska. Green Plains Central 

City LLC operates a bioprocessing plant in Central City, Nebraska that produces ethanol for sale 

via its marketing agreement with Green Plains Trade. 
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